Power in the Blood!

A Farm ...

B

ellevue, a small town in eastern Iowa, located right on the banks of the
great Mississippi River, is where we call home; a part of Iowa known as
the Driftless Area, where terrain is as rough and tough as anywhere in the
country. The steep and deep rock and bluff ground is well suited for sturdy
cattle with sturdy feet.
The environment ranges drastically. With extreme heat and average
humidity at over 70% in the summer, eastern Iowa is actually rated as one of
the most humid places in the entire USA. In the winter, we see below-zero,
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freezing cold, snow and ice on a regular basis. Our ground stays frozen for
several months every year. These unique conditions help sort out the type of
cattle that work for us, and go on to work for our customers.

... Power in the Blood!
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A Family ...
T

he Scheckel name has been directly involved in farming and cattle
since immigrating here in the mid 1800’s from Luxemburg. In fact, our
ancestors directly immigrated next to the very same land we still live on, and
continue to work today. Josh Scheckel is a fifth generation, actively working
American Cattleman.
Josh and Angie Scheckel were married after being high school sweethearts,
they have seven kids, and continue to raise them on a working farm, just like
the generations before.
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Besides farming, Josh Scheckel is an independent businessman, founding
and operating J.J. Scheckel Heavy Equipment Corporation, a company that
focuses on selling, renting, and rebuilding Caterpillar heavy machinery for
customers located around the world.
Families don’t survive, and thrive, for several generations in the same
location, without adhering to the golden rules of honesty and integrity in
their dealings.

... Power in the Blood!
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A Cow Herd ...
B

ased on historic bloodlines tracing back to 1824. A registered Angus
herd, deep in maternal power and famous bloodlines, formed and built
from the extensive culling and selection pressure placed upon them since
1824 in Scotland.
J.J. Scheckel has carried forward, and created a collection of historical and
famous bloodlines, always focused on traits of economic importance, while
at the same time keeping Angus cattle true to the original breed character
that made them famous. This has only been done by the great breeders and
cattlemen that came before us.

Modern Tools and Diligent Testing...
The registered cow herd is the base of the “power in the blood”; it is the
golden key. These cows create the good bulls that our commercial cattlemen
customers purchase from us, and then use to improve their own herds
and subsequent calf crops, through: increased weaning weights, improved
feedlot performance, or improved carcass traits when selling on the grid.
At the same time, our customers are given the opportunity to see one of
the very best traits these bulls can offer, which is to retain the subsequent
heifer calves, keep them in their herds, and make superior replacements
from within.

... Power in the Blood!

E

very single animal produced in our herd goes through the same laborintensive, detailed program. This data gets recorded, and improves the
Angus breed, the EPD accuracy, and the quality of our breeding stock.

We regularly send bulls to the following test stations:

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AHIR, computer performance records.
DNA-confirmed parentage, and High Density
performance profiles.
Full American Angus Association EPD’s on every
animal.
Individual birth weights recorded.
Dam mothering ability and udder confirmation is
recorded and tracked.
Weaning weights, heights, and temperament scores recorded.
On feed, gain test recorded, weaning through yearling.
Yearling weights, heights, and temperament scores recorded.
Scrotal circumference measured.
Ultrasound carcass quality, ribeye size, exterior fat cover, and internal
marbling recorded.
Foot scoring, foot angle, and claw confirmation recorded.
Mature weight, mature height recorded.
In-herd, individual, and production ratioing recorded.
Collect semen, and reverse-sexed semen sorting.
Artificial insemination – embryo transfer – donor flushing - sexed
embryos.

Purebred Bull Testing
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We believe in openly testing our genetics with other purebred breeders
around the country. That’s why we send so many bulls to bull test stations
located across the United States. Depending on your needs and wants, the
bull test winner may not be the best breeding bull for you, but it gives a
baseline comparison of what the bloodlines are capable of in terms of genetic
performance. Besides weight gain, the tests are looking at carcass quality,
confirmation, scrotal size, and semen quality.

•

Midland Bull Test in Montana, the largest, and most prestigious in the
country.
Treasure Bull Test in Montana
North Dakota Angus Association Test
St Croix Bull Test in Minnesota
Iowa Cattlemen’s Association Bull Test Stations
Iowa Angus Association Bull Test

Commercial Feedlot Steer testing
Yearly, we send a load of steers sired by our registered bulls to the Tri-County
Steer Carcass Futurity, the largest steer carcass and feedout competition in the
USA. Through the feedlot phase, and on to the kill-floor, we not only capture
the data for feedlot performance in these steers, we also get the actual kill
data, including meat quality, yield, retail product, and more. Through this
we can demonstrate the different value, and positive value, that these steers
return to their owners in profit, compared to steers of other genetic makeup.
J.J. Scheckel bull sired steers have placed number one in Iowa, and in the
very top percentages across the United States against the over 9,000 other
contemporary steers that they compete against yearly.

... Power in the Blood!
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The Cow Foundation...
SAV Blackcap May 1387
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Birth Date: 01/03/2011

Tattoo: 1387

•

Direct daughter of nine million dollar breed icon, SAV Blackcap May 4136.

•

Her dam, SAV Blackcap May 4136, has been one of the most influential cows ever to exist in the Angus
breed. She has shattered all records as the number one income-producing cow in SAV history, generating
millions in progeny. 127 Direct sons and daughters of 4136 have averaged $30,000. She has been known
as the Sire Producer. She has produced AI stars like the $750,000 SAV President, $650,000 SAV Sensation,
the $110,000 SAV Resource, the $725,000 SAV Pedigree, and many more major AI Bulls, including SAV
Recharge, SAV Renown, SAV Seedstock, SAV Rainfall, SAV Raindance, and SAV Governor.

•

This cow is maternal sister to major bulls, the $750,000 SAV President, $650,000 SAV Sensation, the
$110,000 SAV Resource, the $725,000 SAV Pedigree, and many more major AI bulls, including SAV
Recharge, SAV Renown, SAV Seedstock, SAV Rainfall, SAV Raindance, and SAV Governor.

•

Her sire, SAV Iron Mountain 8066, has been one of the widest used AI sires in the Angus breed. He is a
premier sire, with exceptional thickness and complete phenotype.

•

This outstanding cow has had four offspring, averaging $16,500 each at the famous SAV production sales.

•

Her offspring are awesome, they have averaged birth weight ratio 5 @ 99, weaning weight ratio 5 @
105, and yearling weight ratio 4 @ 106, against some of the stiffest competition of herd contemporaries
in the world. She also had an individual, and remarkable, intramuscular fat ratio of 136, against her
contemporaries in the SAV herd.

•

This special cow, SAV Blackcap May 1387, is a featured cow, and currently pictured as a donor on the
Schaff Angus Valley website.
BW
2.6

Maternal Brother, SAV Resource 1441 #17016597

Reg: 16959589

WW
68

YW
121

MILK
22

Dam, SAV Blackcap May 4136 #14739095

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, SAV Iron Mountain 8066 #16115617
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The Cow Foundation...
SAV Blackcap May 4553
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Birth Date: 02/18/2014

Tattoo: 4553

•

This cow is direct daughter of nine million dollar breed icon, SAV Blackcap May 4136, with a unique and
rare mating, as her sire is SAV Adaptor 2213, better known as the maternal grand sire of major AI bull,
AAR Ten X 7008.

•

Her dam, SAV Blackcap May 4136, has been one of the most influential cows ever to exist in the Angus
breed. She has shattered all records as the #1 income producing cow in SAV history, generating millions
in progeny. 127 Direct sons and daughters of 4136 have averaged $30,000. She has been known as the
Sire Producer. She has produced AI stars like the $750,000 SAV President, $650,000 SAV Sensation, the
$110,000 SAV Resource, the $725,000 SAV Pedigree, and many more major AI bulls, including SAV
Recharge, SAV Renown, SAV Seedstock, SAV Rainfall, SAV Raindance, and SAV Governor.

•

This cow is maternal sister to major bulls, the $750,000 SAV President, $650,000 SAV Sensation, the
$110,000 SAV Resource, the $725,000 SAV Pedigree, and many more major AI bulls, including SAV
Recharge, SAV Renown, SAV Seedstock, SAV Rainfall, SAV Raindance, and SAV Governor.

•

She would also be paternal sisters with the dam of AAR Ten X, the famous in her own right, and extremely
powerful, AAR Lady Kelton 5551.

BW
2.0

Maternal Brother, SAV Resource 1441 #17016597

Reg: 17893601

WW
54

YW
95

MILK
19

Dam, SAV Blackcap May 4136 #14739095

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, SAV Adapter 2213 #14114073
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The Cow Foundation...
Blackcap May Scheckel D4136 Reg: 18834564
Pictured as a heifer

•

Full sister to nine million dollar breed icon, SAV Blackcap May 4136.

•

Very rare; very few exist- full sisters of the arguable greatest cow ever in the entire Angus breed, the
world-famous SAV Blackcap May 4136.

•

She was individually valued at over $150,000.

•

Phenotypically flawless in every way; extra long and thick. We predict she will be known as one of the
best ever full sisters to exist. Her dam, SAV May 2397, is no longer producing, making these full sister
matings impossible to recreate.

•

Her full sister, SAV Blackcap May 4136, has been one of the most influential cows ever to exist in the
Angus breed. She has shattered all records as the number one income-producing cow in SAV history,
generating millions in progeny. 127 Direct sons and daughters of 4136 have averaged $30,000. She has
been known as the Sire Producer. She has produced AI stars like the $750,000 SAV President, $650,000
SAV Sensation, the $110,000 SAV Resource, the $725,000 SAV Pedigree, and many more major AI
bulls, including: SAV Recharge, SAV Renown, SAV Seedstock, SAV Rainfall, SAV Raindance, and SAV
Governor.

BW
3.4

Full Sister, SAV Blackcap May 4136 #14739095
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Birth Date: 12/10/2016 Tattoo: 7213

WW
57

YW
98

MILK
29

Dam, SAV May 2397 #14140872

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, SAV 8180 Traveler 004 #13512009
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The Cow Foundation...
SAV Blackcap May 4611
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Birth Date: 01/03/2014

Tattoo: 4611

•

Full flush sister to $180,000 Genex major AI sire, SAV Regard 4863, and maternal sister to the $260,000
major AI sire, SAV Cutting Edge 4857.

•

Her full brother, SAV Regard, is described as the most powerful Resource son offered in the 2015 sale.
He offers amazing phenotype and breed leading EPD’s.

•

She is maternal sister to major AI sire SAV Cutting Edge, who sold for $260,000 in the 2015 SAV sale.
He is described as extra thick, and loaded with muscle shape and dimension.

•

She was the #2 yearling weight heifer of her calf crop at SAV.

•

She has served in the SAV and Cornerstone programs as donor.

•

She is a powerful, long bodied cow.

•

She is pictured and featured on the SAV website as a example of the Blackcap May family.

•

Her dam, SAV Blackcap May 5530, is now deceased. She had a production record of birth 5 @ 96, weaning
5 @ 108, yearling 5 @ 105, and ribeye 64 @ 102. She currently has 17 daughters retained in the SAV herd.

•

Her first calf posted ratios: birth @ 98, weaning @ 102.

BW
4.3

Full Brother, SAV Regard 4863 #17923520

Reg: 17927242

WW
62

YW
98

MILK
22

Dam, SAV Blackcap May 5530 #15108209

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, SAV Resource 1411 #17016597
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The Cow Foundation...
SAV Emblynette 5454

Reg: 18194144

Birth Date: 01/02/2015

Tattoo: 5454

•

Full sister to the $400,000 SAV International 2020, sold as lot #1 in the 2013 production sale.

•

Full sister to the $230,000 SAV Emblynette 5368, who sold as a heifer at the 2016 NWSS.

•

Full sister and flush mate to the $180,000 SAV Emblynette 5839, who sold as a open yearling heifer at the
2016 SAV production sale.

•

Her dam, SAV Emblynette 5483, sold for $250,000 at the 2016 SAV production sale and has recorded
over one million in direct progeny sales. Her dam is also a fifth generation pathfinder cow.

•

Her sire, SAV Harvestor 0338, sold for $275,000 for 2/3 interest as a yearling bull.

•

Emblynette 5454 is the very best of the SAV Emblynette genetics on top and bottom.

•

Emblynette 5454 possesses a perfect phenotype with added production.

Of over 300,000 active registered Angus dams in the breed, she ranks in the following EPD’s:
•

Top 5% Weaning Weight EPD (WW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of a sire’s ability to transmit
weaning growth to his progeny compared to that of other sires.

•

Top 10% Yearling Weight EPD (YW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of a sire’s ability to transmit
yearling growth to his progeny compared to that of other sires.

•

Top 20% Maternal Milk EPD (Milk), is a predictor of a sire’s genetic merit for milk and mothering ability
as expressed in his daughters compared to daughters of other sires. In other words, it is that part of a
calf ’s weaning weight attributed to milk and mothering ability.
BW
2.8

Full Brother, SAV International 2020 #17318795
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WW
57

YW
99

MILK
24

Dam, SAV Emblynette 5483 #15126694

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, SAV Harvester 0338 #16687737
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The Cow Foundation...
SAV Emblynette 3005

Tattoo: 3005

One of the most powerful AAR Ten X daughters to be found anywhere with a royal lineage.

•

She is a spectacular female phenotypically. She has been described as the most powerful Ten X daughter
to be found.

•

She had an individual birth ratio of 96, and ribeye ratio of 105.

•

Her sire, AAR Ten X 7008, is the nationally known AI bull, leading the Angus breed in registrations at
#1 for several years running.

•

Her dam, SAV Emblynette 1786, is a featured and pictured donor on the SAV website, and also a full
sister to our other J.J. Scheckel-owned donor cow, SAV Emblynette 3530.

•

Her dam is maternal sister to lot #1 bulls in the 2006 and 2008 SAV production sales.

•

Her dam is maternal sister to the lead-off heifer in the 2007 SAV production sale.

•

Her maternal , SAV Emblynette 1181, is a 2nd generation pathfinder in the SAV herd. She posts a progeny
weaning ratio of 7 @106, against the stiffest competition of contemporaries in the business.

•

Her produced over one million in progeny until the age of 17.

•

Her maternal brother, SAV Cutbank 6211, was a featured bull to sell in the 2017 SAV production sale,
where he was also pictured and featured early in the ads leading up to the sale.

WW
58

YW
110

MILK
17

Dam, SAV Emblynette 1786 #16984064
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Birth Date: 02/13/2012

•

BW
-.6

18

Reg: 17709334

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, AAR Ten X 7008 S A #15719841
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The Cow Foundation...
SAV Erica 3174

Reg: 17556303

A featured, pictured cow on the SAV website and program, her progeny averaged $10,750 each.

•

A picturesque, feminine, sharp, beautiful cow. She is featured on the SAV website as an example of the
Erica family.

•

Her sire is the $200,000 Genex AI bull, SAV Angus Valley 1867.

•

Her dam, SAV Erica 0375, is a high-end producer in the SAV herd. She posts a progeny production
record of birth 5 @97, weaning 5 @101, yearling 2 @104, intramuscular fat 2 @105, and ribeye of 2 @104.

•

This cow had an individual weaning ratio of 101 against some of the stiffest contemporary competition
to be found anywhere.

•

This cow has had two of her very own progeny sell in the yearly SAV sales, averaging $10,750 each.

WW
59

YW
103

MILK
18

Dam, SAV Erica 0375 #16683488
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Tattoo: 3174

•

BW
2.5

20

Birth Date: 02/26/2013

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, SAV Angus Valley 1867 #17016630
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The Cow Foundation...
SAV Madame Pride 2350

Tattoo: 2350

An authentic and high-producing SAV Madame Pride cow, big time IMF ratios.

•

She is a beautiful, phenotypically correct Madame Pride cow.

•

Her dam, SAV Madame Pride 9983, is a featured, pictured donor on the SAV website. She was produced
from five consecutive generations of SAV donors. She has daughters retained in the SAV herd. She is
broody, feminine, and beautifully uddered.

•

Her sire, SAV Iron Mountain 8066, has been one of the widest-used AI sires in the Angus breed, he is a
premier sire, with exceptional thickness, and complete phenotype.

•

She has had several maternal brothers earn featured pictured status in the yearly SAV sales.

•

This cow had an individual weaning ratio of 104, yearling ratio of 103, and intramuscular ratio of 141
against some of the stiffest contemporary competition in the business.

WW
51

YW
82

MILK
21

Dam, SAV Madame Pride 9983 #16417335
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Birth Date: 03/23/2012

•

BW
4.6

22

Reg: 17249232

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, SAV Iron Mountain 8066 #16115617
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The Cow Foundation...
SAV Emblynette 3006
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Birth Date: 02/13/2013

Tattoo: 3006

•

Maternal sister to the $400,000 bull, SAV International 2020, lot #1 bull at the 2013 SAV production sale

•

She is maternal sister to the $230,000 heifer from the National Western Foundation Sale, SAV Emblynette
5368, and the several flush sisters who sold for $180,000 on down as open heifers at the SAV production
sale.

•

Her dam, SAV Emblynette 5483, sold for $250,000 at the 2016 SAV production sale.

•

Her dam has recorded over one million in progeny sales.

•

Her dam was a fifth generation pathfinder cow.

•

Her sire, SAV Angus Valley 1867, was the $200,000 Genex beef major AI sire.

•

This cow has had several of her own progeny in past SAV sales, averaging $13,000.

•

This cow had an individual birth ratio of 92, weaning ratio of 103, yearling ratio of 103, and ribeye ratio
of 108, against some of the stiffest competition of contemporaries in the Angus business.

BW
2.7

Maternal Brother, SAV International 2020 #17318795

Reg: 17556287

WW
63

YW
109

MILK
22

Dam, SAV Emblynette 5483 #15126694

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, SAV Angus Valley 1867 #17016630
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The Cow Foundation...
SAV Emblynette 4075
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Birth Date: 02/21/2014

Tattoo: 4075

•

Her dam, SAV Emblynette 7566, has over one million in progeny sales. She was featured and pictured on
the SAV website. She records weaning ratio 3 @ 109, yearling ratio 3 @ 108, IMF 57 @ 110. She has over
18 daughters in production in the SAV herd.

•

Her maternal sister, SAV Emblynette 0491, is the dam of the $100,000 selling bull, SAV West River 2066.

•

Her famous sire, SAV Registry 2831, is the sire of the $235,000 bull, SAV Seedstock 4838, and the $950,000
bull, SAV Sensation 5615, and many more major AI bulls.

•

She is described as a deep, massive, and easy-fleshing cow from generations of top-producing Emblynette
females.

•

She was the #10 IMF Female in her calf crop.

•

She has an individual record of birth ratio of 98, weaning ratio of 104, yearling ratio 104, and an IMF
of 107.

BW
1.4

Maternal Sister, SAV Emblynette 0491 #16703736

Reg: 17824110

WW
40

YW
71

MILK
13

Dam, SAV Emblynette 7566 #15778925

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, SAV Registry 2831 #17318928
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The Cow Foundation...
RB Lady Net Worth 308-032
•

She is full sister to the champion bull at the 2010 Midland Bull Test, America’s largest and most prestigious
bull test, competing against over 600 bulls from the best genetic programs in the country. She has other
brothers that have also dominated test stations in Minnesota and Nebraska.

•

Lady 308-032 is a proven donor and a true powerhouse; in the words of Glen Davis at Riley Bros, “She
has been a crowd favorite since she was a calf, from visitors across the world”. She exemplifies explosive
power in a light-calving, high-growth package.

•

She has absolute massive capacity and thickness in a moderate frame.

•

She was selected by J.J. Scheckel at the 2014 Riley Bros Production Sale in Wisconsin.

•

Her first calf recorded 90 @ BW, 114 @ WW, 108 @ YW, 101 @ IMF, 114 @ RE, and 93 on Fat.

•

Maternal sisters have sold for $32,000 and $19,500 in sales the last two years.

•

First daughter to sell, sold for $11,000, every daughter or son to date has sold for more than $10,000
at auction.

•

She recorded her own performance ratio of 115 for IMF and 117 for RE.

•

BA Lady 6807 308, and GD Lady Hi Flyer 302, the maternal granddams, speak for themselves and are
making history in the Angus breed for high-growth, low BW genetics. These are the foundation genetics
that put Riley Bros on the map in recent years.

•

Her sire, SAV Net Worth, was the heaviest 205 weight bull ever at Schaff Valley Angus at 995 pounds. He
was also the top-selling bull at the 2005 production sale at $117,500.
BW
2

WW
49

YW
88

MILK
31

Dam, BA Lady 6807 308 #15679813
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Reg: 16859420 Birth Date: 01/03/2010 Tattoo: 032

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, SAV Net Worth 4200 #14739204
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The Cow Foundation...
RB Lady Upwards 1131-3269

Reg: 17832478 Birth Date: 12/06/2013 Tattoo: 3269

•

Maternal granddaughter of the $170,000 RB Lady 305-890.

•

She is the highest birth-to-weaning spread Upwards daughter in the entire Angus breed.

•

Her dam is full sister to major ABS bull studs, RB American Made 197, and RB Riley 2181.

•

In the words of breeder Glen Davis from Riley Bros, “Lady Upwards is one of the best growth females
ever produced by Riley Bros”.

•

Her DNA profile puts her in the top 3% for weaning and yearling growth, top 1% for milk, and top 5%
for carcass weight.

•

Her sire, Sitz Upwards 307R, sold 1/2 interest for $85,000 in 2006, and is one of the breed’s most popular
AI sires. He has sired many bull test champions throughout the country, and many prestigious females
revered around the world. He sires growth.

Of over 300,000 active registered Angus dams in the breed, she ranks in the following EPD’s:
•

Top 1% Weaning Weight EPD (WW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of a sire’s ability to transmit
weaning growth to his progeny compared to that of other sires.

•

Top 1% Yearling Weight EPD (YW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of a sire’s ability to transmit
yearling growth to his progeny compared to that of other sires.

•

Top 1% Maternal Milk EPD (Milk), is a predictor of a sire’s genetic merit for milk and mothering ability
as expressed in his daughters compared to daughters of other sires. In other words, it is that part of a
calf ’s weaning weight attributed to milk and mothering ability.
BW
1.3

WW
62

YW
100

MILK
36

Dam, RB Lady 890-1131 #17010066
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... Power in the Blood!
Sire, Sitz Upward 307R #14963730
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The Cow Foundation...
ONeills Delia 785
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Birth Date: 02/20/2016

Tattoo: 166

•

Maternal sister to ONeills Expedition.

•

Another pick of the herd by J.J. Scheckel, from the heart of the now-dispersed, world-famous ONeill
Angus herd that successfully operated more than 65 years breeding Angus cattle, and excelled at
commercial feedout performance, with the best maternal excellence to be found anywhere in the Angus
business; the accolades are too long to list.

•

She is a maternal sister to ONeills Expedition, the proven champion bull that put ONeills’ program on
the map worldwide. Expedition sired bull test winners, and progeny that dominated the performance
industry.

•

Her dam, ONeills Delia 715, is the dam of multiple major herd sires and AI bulls. She is one of the single
greatest cows ever bred by Jim ONeill.

•

Her sire, ONeills Jock, weaned at over 900 pounds, has proven himself as a calving ease sire, with added
performance. He served as a senior herd sire and held immense influence in the ONeill herd until its
ending.

BW
3.3

Maternal Brother, ONeills Expedition # 14761330

Reg: 18566113

WW
49

YW
88

MILK
11

Dam, ONeills Delia 715 #14134966

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, ONeills Jock #16964416
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The Cow Foundation...
Blackcap Scheckel C26

Tattoo: C26

She is 3/4 sister in blood to AI sire, Baldridge Waylon W34.

•

Her dam, Baldridge Blackcap P326, is also the maternal of Baldridge Waylon W34.

•

Her sire, GAR-EGL Protege, was the #1 Sire Alliance winner with a $92.35 Total Profit Index, and also
ranks in the top 1% for progeny proven efficiency with a +21.80 Efficiency Index based on +.16 ADG and
-.07 Intake EPDs.

•

Her 3/4 brother in blood, Baldridge Waylon W34, gained national attention when a share of him sold at
Denver, putting his total valuation over one million dollars. He has been a widely used, top-dollar beef AI
bull. He has produced some magnificent offspring, many of which have topped sales nationally.

•

Blackcap Scheckel C26 is a model power cow. She has everything we are looking for, excellent feet and
legs, excellent udder; she is as thick, long, and deep as you can make one, and she has an excellent
disposition.

WW
50

YW
85

MILK
19

3/4 Brother, Baldridge Waylon W34 #15732677
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Birth Date: 04/07/2015

•

BW
.1

34

Reg: 18187418

... Power in the Blood!
Sire, GAR-EGL Protege #15098880
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A World Class Herd Bull Foundation...

W

e maintain world-class, AI stud, quality herd bulls to roam our pastures.
These bulls represent the best of the best. We focus on acquiring direct
sons, from what we consider to be the absolute very best maternal-quality cows
to be found in the entire Angus breed. The resulting sons and daughters of

these world-class bulls, are the seedstock we make available to our customers
in volume, at pricing that makes sense for the commercial man to justify.
We breed many different bloodlines. Here is a sample of some of our owned bulls...

... Power in the Blood!
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... Power in the Blood!
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Power in the Blood!

Josh Scheckel

josh@jjscheckel.com | 21582 Hwy 62, Bellevue, IA 52031 | 563-872-4112 | www.AngusCattleGenetics.com

